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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Once you have traveled,
the voyage never ends.
The mind can never
break off from the
journey."
- Pat Conroy

ARTAfact

10 New Beach Hotels to Visit...
A sunny break from winter weather, a fun-filled vacation for the whole
family, a romantic couple's retreat - there's always a reason for a beach
vacation. Here are Fodor's top 10 new beach hotels of 2016.
Click here for entire list

CEO Tammy McSwain
selected 2015 Athena
Award winner as top
female business person
in the city of Plano.

CLIENT CORNER
ARTA Travel
Client Letters
Dear Suzanne,
I wanted to extend my
deepest gratitude to you

for all of your hard work
and your marvelous
effort in putting together
Amanda and Aaron's
honeymoon.
They are referring to their
trip as a "trip of a
lifetime". I know you
made a lot of the special
details happen, going
above and beyond on
upgrades in the first
class accommodations.
I would like to apologize
for the late
acknowledgment as it
has been crazy over
here! I cannot thank you
enough for taking care of
my kids.
Best regards,
Harry A. C.

The 50 Most Beautiful Cities in the World...
We seek beauty in many forms: through art and architecture; from water
views and mountain highs; in its people and its history. This list from
Conde Nast Traveler, circles the globe, finding the most beautiful cities
from Italy to Iran.
Click here for entire list

Southwest from
Dallas Love Field Airport
DAL to Atlanta, GA $106
DAL to Denver, CO $98
DAL to Nashville, TN $109
DAL to New Orleans, LA $90
DAL to Memphis, TN $88
DAL to Oklahoma City, OK $82
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ARTA Travel clients, receive discounted pricing with
FreedomPark Valet at DFW Airport.
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The Ultimate Travel + Leisure Bucket List...
Travel + Leisure staffers share the once-in-a-lifetime experiences at the
top of their travel bucket lists.
Click here for entire list
Contact an ARTA Leisure Agent for more details

CORPORATE TRAVEL

Uber Supplants Business Travel Car Rentals In
Latest Report...
With Travel and entertainment spending reaching new heights and sharing
economy disruption fast becoming the new normal, 2015 was a pivotal
year of change in business travel. Uber is now becoming a top player.
Click here for entire article
Contact an ARTA Corporate Agent for more details
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The Top Six Meeting Trends in 2016...
Industry professionals anticipate growth for the next years to come in
meetings and events. Here are six major trends to look out for.
Click here for entire article
Contact an ARTA Group Agent for more details
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